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Queer, Malay, Rooted



Several impossible things 
dazzle us on a midweek 
morning, as we connect with 
Iskandar Ruhaizat, an artist of 
paradoxes who is tethered to 
tradition, yet harbors a keen 
affinity for experimentation. 
Based in Singapore, this Queer 
Malay artist is “a Buraq, a 
chimera” and a non-binary 
explorer. Iskandar’s prowess 
ranges across mixed media art, 
designing, writing and poetry. 
They are a powerful repository 
of ancient Malay wisdom, a 
work of art in themselves, and 
much more.

As we begin the conversation, 
Iskandar gives us a peek into 
their childhood. Thriving 
among a closely-knit 
community of employees 
from a racecourse, riding 
horses, and a commitment to 
chasing frogs, Iskandar was 
encouraged to probe into the 
workings of the world early in 
life by their family. However, 
there existed limits to that 
expansion of the imagination, 
as Iskandar reveals that “the 
inquiry stops when it comes to 
issues about queerness.”

With infinite capacity to 
wonder, inquiring minds never 
desist. Iskandar’s existing 
work stands as testimony of 
their passion to explore and 
question. Their installation, 
Kembali Ke Pangkal Jalan 
(Going Back to the Right 
Path) draws attention to 
the relation Queer Malays 
have to their indigenous 
culture and with Islam. 
their voice into that space.’’

With elements of rituals and poetry, this project includes a short 
film featuring a looped video of the artist performing the Wudhu 
ablution performed before prayer by Muslims. We hear two 
audios - a soothing Azaan, the call for prayer, and a recitation 
in an equally silvery voice by the artist, of five poems based on 
interviews with other Queer Malay Muslims. “I see myself as just 
a messenger for the poems, to bring their voice into that space.’’

Kembali Ke Pangkal Jalan is also rooted in Qur’anic 
knowledge. Using parables and narratives from the scripture, 
the poems wander into the mysterious negotiations that 
color a Queer childhood. “When they think of a person 
being Queer, they think of somebody living a life of ‘sin’. I 
want to assert that you can be Queer and be knowledgeable 
about Islam, and be in touch with your Muslim identity.”

Bagai Mencincang Air (Like Mincing Water). Collage (magazine and 
digital cutouts, whiteout). 210mm x 297mm 

Proverb meaning: A futile action.

Maniza Khalid



Kembali Ke Pangkal Jalan is also rooted in Qur’anic 
knowledge. Using parables and narratives from the 
scripture, the poems wander into the mysterious 
negotiations that color a Queer childhood. “When 
they think of a person being Queer, they think of 
somebody living a life of ‘sin’. I want to assert 
that you can be Queer and be knowledgeable about 
Islam, and be in touch with your Muslim identity.”

Iskandar’s work shines light on the variety of Muslim 
identities, hinting at the vibrant configurations of 
Islam practiced over the world. They express their 
disenchantment with the erasure of Malay culture to 
make way for a uniform notion of Islam - “Our version 
of Islam used to be syncretized with our Hindu-Buddhist 
roots. And now, we have lost most of our cultural 
heritage because of the Arabization of our culture and 

with the rise of Islamic conservatism.” With 
photo-series like Main Puteri, the artist 
reclaims spiritual knowledge emerging from 
the northern Malay peninsula. “We used 
to see the non-binary, or the intersection 
between men and women, as the intermediary 
between the spirit realm and the human 
realm”, Iskandar explains. The project 
reshuffles the fabric of faith, showing to us 
the glittering folds of embedded Queerness, 
regional history, and cultural heritage 
that make up unique versions of Islam. 
 
Our conversation touches on more projects 
tinted by the same idea. A photo from the 
visual series titled Zahir Batin, captures our 
attention. It features the artist’s hennaed hand 
decorated by an ayat, a verse from the Qur’an. 
Patiently, Iskandar translates for us “Lakum 
deenukum wa liya deen [109:6]’’ - “you 
have your way, and I have my way” which 
for them affirms the diversity of religious 
paths. Using henna is simply one of their 
many tributes to indigenous Malay culture. 

The artist’s practice is enriched by 
Malay aesthetics, notably the floral, non-
geometrical batik motifs. To offer an 
example, Iskandar gestures to their 
shirt, patterned with the delicate design. 
Playfully, they admit to their  love  

for Malay lifestyles and habits, in 
particular a gentleness of disposition 
characteristic of the Malay community. 
We recognize immediately that Iskandar 
embraces their Malay roots through their 
whole being, with care and an open heart. 

It is morning still, and we lose count of 
impossible things, wander into the softer, 
brighter realm of ancient and modern magic, 
where ghosts of indigenous wisdom float 
among us and Zoom calls enable further 
exploration. Amidst all that beauty, the 
artist shares their philosophy with us while 
contemplating the mudras or the hand 
gestures, their hands moving delicately in 
remembrance of their ancestors’ art - “I love 
the intricacies and the curvatures of those 
movements. I see it as beautiful because it 
seems that nothing goes in a straight line.’’

Iskandar Ruhaizat photographed by John Tan



In times of rising conservatism 
in the region, Iskandar’s art is a 
reminder that the world is full 
of wonders and our histories are 
rich with wisdom. To preserve 
this treasure, it takes heart and 
courage to overcome hurdles 
and pave fresh paths. “I think 
that’s how life is. There are 
blockages, you need to go over 
them and find different methods 
of going through a path.”

Buta Hati (Blinded Heart). Collage (magazine cutouts, acrylic paint, gloss medium and varnish, 213mm x 165mm. 
Proverb meaning: (1) Ignorance (2) Apathetic

Zahir Batin, Self-Portrait 



HARAAM POLICE #2
BY NOAH

A Meeting 
Point
Ainee Basir

The first time my mother took me to the Chirag Dilli shrine, 
we were in a hurry. It was 7:45 pm, the gates closed precisely 
at 8. Incidentally, I was also in 8th standard, and my mother 
was going to ask Hazrat Roshan Chiragh to make my grades 
roshan (splendid). The doorman looked at us warily, letting 
us in with a shake of his head. My mother, desperate to earn 
sawaab (heavenly brownie points) for everyone, declared 
guiltily that she lost her way and traffic jams and stupid 
e-map @&%#!! He looked at me and said, “Wo yahi to chahte 
the” (this is exactly what he wanted), and I was spellbound.

Nasiruddin Chiragh Dehlavi, a Sufi of the Chisti Order, was 
notoriously asocial. The shrine’s caretaker explains, “Only 
those really in need of him find him…just look how peaceful 
the dargah is.”  It is bizarrely empty; there seem to be only 5 
of us here. The complicated maze of routes ensures that Delhi 
traffic can’t be heard. It’s serene. The architecture supports 
the myth. I always arrived there already belonging. There was 
no need to welcome because I wasn’t a guest, there was no 
khatirdaari (formalities’ around hospitality), no one fussing, I 
was allowed to be. 

Sitting in the corner of the hall with no walls, there is ironically so 
much privacy. I think about how Chirag-e-Dehli, never married, 
never took a lover. It dawned on me that my way of life is not 
new. I eavesdropped on my mother and gatekeeper conversing. 
They talked about how Roshan Chirag dedicated his whole life 
to being a mureed (pupil). All he wanted to do was put slippers 
on the tired feet of the dervish, how entire rivers would be left 
fragrant when he’d perform his wudhu somewhere upstream, 
how his skin would itch to leave civilization…so then when I 
see the shrine fully, I see it is aptly empty. It feels like a temple 
dedicated to punctuation; the halls are sleepy with meditative 
silence, the carpet under my feet flattened by solitude heavy 
sajdahs, prayer-full murmurs made flat and indecipherable 



by thick, palpable gloriously private 
love for Allah SWT. 

I felt not good, not bad, but very 
manageable in all its neutral 
connotations. Chirag Chisti lived 
and loved but not romantically; he 
found a way to worship and learn 
without changing his need for 
isolation. It felt so okay to me to be 
Ace in that space. It felt religiously 
sanctioned, finally legal, to not have 
loved romantically. 

Here, much after he was gone, there 
was such love, such indulgence, 
such striving hunger for knowledge 
of Allah SWT and the self. As the 
moon shone on the white marble, 
luminous rays bouncing on shards 
of iridescent, pearlescent mother-
of-pearl accents, I felt no need to 
explain myself - sukoon. And I have 
a date tonight. 

I  have a lot of conviction and hope 
in my faith...but the global Muslim 
community sees me  as a threat or a 
snake. Most of the time, I am unable to 
cope with it. I have been told to abandon 
my religion. What’s a good comeback? 
 
My dearest jaan, I’ve lived long and seen generations 
come and go, but I’m yet to meet someone 
who is out to hurt, be assuaged by anything but 
introspection. My darling, no amount of rational or 
emotional convincing on your part will change those 
whose hearts are closed to Allah’s bounty. I ask you 
to remember our Prophet (P.B.U.H.), who led by 
example. His own family threw trash on his path, 
but he went on. We are privileged that our first and 
foremost duty is to Allah (S.W.T.) only, not to peer into 
the hearts of others. But I don’t see why you can’t 
give them a piece of your sharp mind. If you find the 
time and energy, ask them with complete openness 
what they mean, ask them to elaborate, make an 
effort to understand their point of view. You will find 
many logical fallacies in them but do not point them 
out. Instead, after they have explained their hatred, 
say- it’s such a pity that kiraman katibin (Raqib and 
Arif) work so hard jotting down all our deeds for the

Illustration by Reya

As a wise elder equipped 
with an old computer and a 

velveteen heart, Naani cares for 
all who need advice.

ASK NAANI!



judgment day since clearly, this XYZ hater seems to 
know Allah’s judgment beforehand.

Remember, you are created by Allah SWT; you are 
holy you are heavenly.

 
My questioning child, not even a leaf trembles 
without Allah’s will. Instead of answers, I will give 
you more questions. What is “natural”? What 
entails farz? What lies between deen and duniya? 
Why is it that somehow the interpretations of the 
Qur’an serve men when we were created equal 
before Allah? Who benefits from your silence? 
 
Question everything and leave the rest to Allah. 
Trust that all your intentions and struggles are seen. 
You are not alone.

How do I understand if the same-sex 
feelings I’m having are natural as a 
Muslim woman?

 
My child, you are so beautiful in your truth and 
vulnerability. It is your strength. Your friends are 
your friends only if they accept you. I encourage you 
to read up on Islam and the LGBTQIA+ community 
yourself and break down the stories for them. 
Interest them in what interests you. Do not assume 
the worst yet. You are the highest earthly authority 
on yourself. Wield your superpower of agency with 
full force. Talk to them about the future you see for 
yourself and how they play a role in it. Tell them 
about your feelings and vulnerabilities, explain what 
comforts you and what doesn’t. Have faith that you 
cannot lose what is yours.

I’m thinking of coming out to my friends, 
but I know they will support me as long 
as I don’t “act on it.” How do I tell my 
friends that their beliefs hurt me, that 
I want them to read up on Islam and 
the LGBTQ community, and if they are 
unwilling to change their minds, then 
we can no longer be friends?

Click here to send your love 
problems and heartaches to Naani 

(anonymously!) 

PSSST!!!!!!

inviting all 
queer muslim
artists to join 

our *new*

ARTIST 
DIRECTORY

HURRY! 
CLICK HERE

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSfawyC47_L6c4EqR1Fvk5NkcDr26mh8PIrvpMNJxgXPhkn27w/viewform
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdTsl35EIwAsBq0KD6N0U3090R30gPbNUTGNc2a8hYyXJhX-g/viewform


The Revolutionary 
Women in Islam

I remember the summer I fell in love with the women 
of Islam. It was when I read stories of women, young 
and elderly, who were part of the War of Karbala. 
They may not have fought in the frontlines but 
heralded the message of righteousness across the 
land. Even as prisoners of war, they were defiant 
and courageous. Bibi Zainab, the daughter of Bibi 
Fatima Zahra, emerged as a leader; her journey from 
being the princess of Najaf, to being brought back as 
a prisoner is evidence of women’s passion driving 
key moments in Islamic history. My mind invokes 
Urdu couplets every time I think of these women.

Illustration by Reya

Aman Ali



“Darbar-e-Shaam qilla-e-khybar se kam na tha,
Aur Zainab ka inquilab Haider se kam na tha”

(The court of Damascus was no less than the war of Khyber, and Zainab’s 
revolution was no less than that of Haider)

Having spent my childhood in a Shia 
Muslim home, I grew up listening to 
stories of Bibi Khadija – not solely as the 
wife of Prophet Muhammad (P.B.U.H.), 
but as the businesswoman who ruled the 
Arab markets. The woman who dictated 
market forces and provided to her younger 
husband, the finances he needed to spread 
the Holy words of Islam. When I heard her 
story, I too wanted to be powerful enough 
to support a revolution.

Another woman whose reference was 
common in our house was Bibi Fatima 
Zahra, who was also the Prophet’s daughter 
and Ali’s wife. She fought a battle at court 
for rightful ownership of property when 
women were not to participate in legal 
proceedings. Inspired by her, I always 
respond to my inner voice and choose my 
own battles. I still receive a lot of slack for 
it, but I feel if I can make a difference, it is 
a fight worth having.

“bol ki sach zinda hai ab tak, bol jo kuchh 
kahna hai kah le…” 

(Speak that truth is still alive, speak all that 
is yet to be said)

From her, I also learned that prayer with 
pure intentions can manifest dreams. 
Even without the miracle of a wish 
come true, true prayer is meditation. 
These women from Islamic history 
have defined my politics, but more 
importantly, they have uplifted my 
spirit. As I learned more, my idea 
of rituals also noticed shifts. I recall 
Nazr/ Niyaz, the setting of tables with 
elaborate dishes. I thought of how the 
men in a gathering taste the food first, 
and lead the prayers, processions, the 
maatam. However, with the Nazr of 
Bibi Zahra; it is the women who feast. 
Memories of these evenings are close 
to my heart. The women of the family 
filled the house with their voices, 
stories, and the inviting fragrance of 
incense sticks. Watching the hypnotic 
swirls of the incense smoke, I came to 
accept that rituals are an intrinsic part 
of my life on account of the women 
who orchestrate them.  

Even today, I search for the spirits of 
these magical women of my childhood. 
Often, I catch glimpses of them 
among my friends and loved ones. 
They enrich my life and practice as a 
Shia woman. I cherish these remnants 
of the past for enchanting my present, 
leaving after-notes of sandalwood, 
echoes of warm laughter, rendering 
my own philosophy distinctly femme. 



Rahemur Rahman
on Bangladeshi-British influences in his design

How do history and tradition figure in your 
work?

Being British and Bangladeshi gives me two 
sources of inspiration from history and tradition. 
This duality allows so much room to be creative 
and lets the clothing speak volumes around 
identity. Through lots of research at an archive 
of a huge museum in London, I found samples 
of textiles from East Bengal, now known as 
Bangladesh. I work with Aranya in Dhaka, 
Bangladesh, to decolonize craftsmanship by 
working with artisans and natural dye to advance 
the artisanal textiles they create. 

Tell us about your upcoming projects, 
if any.

I am releasing a new collection that 
is focused on the future. It is called 
“Children of the Rag Trade”. I was 
inspired by the rebels who came before 
me and created space for communities 
like mine to exist in the fashion industry. 
This collection pays homage to their 
strength. The brand also releases a bag 
and a hat, designed like a balti/bucket. 
It is made from denim to be as durable 
and washable and sustainable as the 
balti/bucket that most of our families 
have somewhere in the house.

Photograph by Laisul Hoque



Photographs by Lily Vetch; Hair & make-up: Tasnim 
Nahar; Assisted by: Lou Rechenbach (Photography) 
Sindy Nguyen (Design); Models: Parvyn Choudhury, 
Adeeb Abdul Razak, Zorawar Waraich, Ayush Sahota 

and Ryan Lanji

What keeps you going on an ordinary 
day?

I take a lot of hope and inspiration 
from the community I have around 
me. Sometimes as queer people, we 
are forced to create homes away from 
homes. I am fortunate and grateful that 
I have a family of loved ones who keep 
me going every day. Also, dogs. They 
always make me smile. 

Rahemur Rahman (he/him) is a 
designer based in the UK. 

Pieces from Rahemur’s upcoming collection

Photographs by Lily Vetch



Amani Saeed
on the idea of ‘home’ in her poetry 

Tell us about your debut collection ‘Split.’
 
‘Split’ is my debut collection of poetry and is aptly split into two 
halves. One half is about what it means to be a constant other, 
what it means to be perceived as both a foreigner and a westerner, 
a Muslim who is not ‘Muslim enough.’ The other half is about 
abuse and the aftermath: trauma, healing, and learning how to 
love differently. Both halves are about coming to terms with a 
continually split self and stitched together into new iterations each 
time. 

Photograph by Alia Romagnoli



Photograph by Kiran Gidda

 
What creative projects do you look forward 
to this year?

I’m hugely looking forward to the production 
of Queer Parivaar, a positive, queer South 
Asian love story. I’m one of the co-writers 
along with the mastermind behind the film, 
Shiva Raichandani. So far, we’ve been 
brainstorming characters, delving into their 
childhoods and stories, and trying to let the 
script write itself based on our discoveries. 
What I love most about the project is that 
every single person working on it - cast, 
musicians, writers, cinematographers, you 
name it - is queer and Asian. It’s a film 
for us, by us. I’m also looking forward to 
relaunching my open mic night, the hen-
nah party.

Amani Saeed (she/her) is a spoken word 
artist based in the UK.

What does ‘home’ mean to you? 
 
For me, home isn’t a place, a building, or 
even loved ones. It’s more of a feeling, 
a portable paradise, as Roger Robinson 
perfectly puts it in his poem of the same 
name. That feeling is one of sanctuary, of 
safety. Where I can take the mask off and 
hang it up with my coat, and be who I am 
without pretence or affectation. I think 
perhaps home is also a verb - that we create 
home, rather than passively entering into it. 
As someone who has moved countries a fair 
bit, realising that home is something I build 
has helped me adapt and feel comfortable 
quickly, no matter where I am.  

‘Split’ is Amani’s debut collection of poetry
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